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Institutions and Economic Growth:
A Historical Introduction

DOUGLASS C.NORTH

In this essay, Nobel prize-winning economist Douglass C.North
argues for the importance of domestic political institutions as
determinants of economic growth. For North, institutions comprise
both sets of formal rules, like constitutions, and informal norms
of behavior. Moving beyond the traditional economic focus on
population and savings, North examines how political institutions
affect property rights and, in turn, the efficiency of economic
exchange. In England, according to North, the rise of Parliament
beginning in the sixteenth century constrained the powers of the
king, ultimately leading to more secure rights to property and a
relatively efficient market economy. In Spain, by contrast, the king
augmented his power and created a large bureaucracy, which
produced revenues for the crown but impeded economic growth.
The divergent paths of institutional development in Europe were
replicated in the British and Spanish empires in the New World,
with important long-term consequences for growth in North and
South America.

The objective of this essay is two-fold: (1) to develop a theoretical framework
which focuses on the historical obstacles to economic growth; and (2) to briefly
apply this framework to explore the contrasting characteristics of institutional
change in early modern Britain and Spain and the downstream implications for
North and Latin America. In the sections that follow, I explore (1) the issues; (2)
the nature of institutions; (3) the sources of institutional change; (4) the initial
historical conditions in England and Spain; (5) English development; (6) Spanish
development; and finally (7) the consequences for the New World. Of necessity,
the historical sections are little more than outlines, illustrating the framework
developed in the first sections.

1. THE ISSUES

I begin with one of the most cited but still misunderstood essays of our time. It is
25 years since Ronald Coase published “The Problem of Social Cost” (1960), but
the impact of that essay has still not really penetrated the economics profession,
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48 Institutions and Economic Growth: A Historical Introduction

or the development literature. Coase pointed out that the neoclassical model, which
has served as the basis of economic reasoning for most scholars in the Western
world, holds only under the severely restrictive assumption of zero transaction
costs; but that with positive transaction costs, institutions matter. There are no
institutions in the neoclassical world; and indeed in such a world growth is not a
problem, its rate being simply a function of the number of children people have
and the rate of saving.

Ever since Adam Smith, economists have recognized that gains from trade are
the key to the wealth of nations. Specialization and division of labor have made
possible the improved productivity that arises from technological change, better
resource allocation, and specialized production, the key underlying features of
modern economies. What economists have not realized until recently is that the
exchange process is not costless. Economists still misunderstand key dilemmas of
economies and ignore the costs involved in exchange, assuming (as the standard
neoclassicists do) that exchange is costless or unproductive (i.e., the classical notion
of unproductive labor), or contending that such costs exist but are passive and
therefore not important, or are neutral with respect to their consequences for
economies.

In fact, the costs of transacting are the key to the performance of economies.
There have always been gains from trade, as classical international trade theory
has taught, but so too have there been obstacles to realizing these gains. If transport
costs were the only obstacle, then we would observe through history an inverse
relationship between transport costs, on the one hand, and trade and exchange
and the well-being of societies on the other. But recall that as early as the Roman
Empire of the first two centuries AD trade was possible over a vast area, even
with the transport costs of the time; and that after the end of the Roman Empire
trade declined and probably the well-being of societies and individual groups
declined as well. It was not that transport costs had risen; but that the costs of
transacting had risen as regions expanded, and unified political systems that could
effectively enforce rules and laws disappeared.

From the evidence of history, let us turn to the economies of the world today
and observe the enormous disparity between the rich countries of the Western
world and the poor countries of the Third World. It is not transport costs but the
costs of transacting that are the key obstacles that prevent economies and societies
from realizing well-being. We can understand why when we examine analytically
the costs of transacting in different situations.

We begin with a simple model of personal exchange. In personal exchange,
individuals either engage in repeat dealings with others or otherwise have a
great deal of personal knowledge about the attributes, characteristics, and features
of each other. The measured transaction costs of a society where there is a dense
social network of interaction are very low. Cheating, shirking, opportunism, all
features that underlie modern industrial organization theory, are limited or indeed
absent, because they simply do not pay. Under such conditions, norms of behavior
are seldom written down. Formal contracting does not exist, and there are few
formal specific rules. However, while measured transaction costs in such societies
are low (although unmeasured costs of societal cooperation in tribal societies
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Douglass C.North 49

may indeed be high), production costs are high, because specialization and division
of labor are limited to the extent of markets that can be defined by personal
exchange.

At the other extreme from personal exchange is a world of specialized
interdependence in which the well-being of individuals depends upon a complex
structure characterized by individual specialization and hence by exchange ties
that extend both in time and space. A pure model of this world of impersonal
exchange is one in which goods and services or the performance of agents is
characterized by many valued attributes, in which exchange takes place over time,
and in which there are not repeat dealings. Under these forms of exchange, the
costs of transacting can be high, because there are problems both in measuring
the attributes of what is being exchanged and problems of enforcing the terms of
exchange; in consequence there are gains to be realized by engaging in cheating,
shirking, opportunism, etc. In order to prevent such activity, elaborate institutional
structures must be devised that constrain the participants and so minimize the
costly aspects I have just described. As a result, in modern Western societies we
have devised formal contracts, bonding of participants, guarantees, brand names,
elaborate monitoring systems, and effective enforcement mechanisms. In short,
we have well-specified and well-enforced property rights. The result of all this is
that resources devoted to transacting (although small per transaction) are large,
while the productivity associated with the gains from trade is even greater; and
high rates of growth and development have characterized Western societies. Of
course these institutions depend on a much more complex institutional structure
that makes possible the specification and enforcement of property rights, which
in turn allow transactions to occur and productivity gains from modern technology
to be realized.

Increasing specialization and division of labor necessitate the development of
institutional structures that permit individuals to take actions that involve complex
relationships with other individuals both in terms of personal knowledge and over
time. The evolution of more complex social frameworks will not occur if such
institutional structures cannot reduce the uncertainties associated with such
situations. So, institutional reliability is essential, because it means that even as
the network of interdependence caused by the growth of specialization widens
we can have confidence in outcomes that are necessarily increasingly remote from
our personal knowledge.

The institutional requirements that are necessary in order to be able to realize
the productivity gains associated with the model of impersonal exchange outlined
above entail both the development of efficient products and factor markets and of
a medium of exchange with reliable features. The establishment of such a set of
property rights will then allow individuals in highly complex interdependent
situations to be able to have confidence in their dealings with individuals of whom
they have no personal knowledge and with whom they have no reciprocal and
ongoing exchange relationships. This is only possible as the result, first, of the
development of a third party to exchanges, namely government, which specifies
property rights and enforces contracts; and second of the existence of norms of
behavior to constrain the parties in interaction, which will permit exchange where
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50 Institutions and Economic Growth: A Historical Introduction

high measurement costs, even with third party enforcement, pose problems with
respect to opportunism, cheating, etc.

But why isn’t it automatic to develop more and more complex institutions that
will enable us to handle more complex interdependence? Indeed, much of the
literature of game theory and stories of institutional development imply that the
progress of primitive societies to the status of modern Western societies should
be automatic and unilinear. The answer is quite clear. The breakdown of personal
exchange is not just the breakdown of a dense communication network, but is the
breakdown of communities of common ideologies and of a common set of rules
in which all believe. The rise of impersonal rules and contracts means the rise of
the state, and with it unequal distribution of coercive power. This provides the
opportunity for individuals with superior coercive power to enforce the rules to
their advantage, regardless of their effects on efficiency. That is, rules will be
devised and enforced on behalf of the interests of the politically advantaged but
they will not necessarily lower the costs of transacting in total.

In fact, one of the most evident lessons from history is that political systems
have an inherent tendency to produce inefficient property rights which result
in stagnation or decline. There are two basic reasons for this result. First, the
revenue that can be raised by rulers may be greater with an inefficient structure
of property rights that can, however, be effectively monitored, and therefore
taxed, than with an efficient structure of property rights with high monitoring
and collection costs. Second, rulers can seldom afford efficient property rights,
since such rights can offend many of their constituents and hence jeopardize
the security of others’ rights. That is, even when rulers wish to promulgate
rules on the basis of their efficiency consequences, survival will dictate a
different course of action, because efficient rules can offend powerful interest
groups in the polity.

2. THE NATURE OF INSTITUTIONS

Institutions are rules, enforcement characteristics of rules, and norms of behavior
that structure repeated human interaction. Hence, they limit and define the choice
set of neoclassical theory. We are interested not in the institutions per se, but in
their consequences for the choices individuals actually make.

Constitutions, statute and common laws, and contracts specify in formal terms
the rules of the game, from the most general constitutional ones, to the specific
terms of a particular exchange. Rules (and their enforcement) are constrained by
the costliness of measuring the characteristics or attributes of what constitutes
rule compliance or violation. Hence, the technology of measurement of all the
dimensions (sight, sound, taste, etc.) of the human senses has played a critical
role in our ability to define property rights and other types of rules. Moreover,
since we receive utility from the various attributes of goods and services rather
than from the entities themselves, it is the costliness of measuring the separable
dimensions that is critical in this study. The relationship between the benefits
derived from rule specification and the costs of measurement not only has been
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Douglass C.North 51

critical in the history of property rights (common property vs. private property)
but is at the heart of many of the issues related to the structure and effectiveness
of enforcement.

If it were costless to measure the performance of agents or the attributes of
goods and services as well as the terms of exchange, then enforcement would not
be a problem. We would be back in the neoclassical world of the instantaneous
exchange of a unidimensional good or service. But because measurement is costly
and the parties to exchange stand to gain by receiving the benefits without incurring
all of the costs of exchange, not only is enforcement typically imperfect, but the
structure of the enforcement process will affect outcomes and hence choices. Let
me elaborate both points.

Enforcement is typically imperfect for two reasons: measurement is costly;
and the interests of principals and agents are not identical. The costliness of
measurement implies that at the margin, the benefits from additional monitoring
or policing will be balanced against the incremental costs. Moreover…the marginal
benefits and costs of policing will be weighed against those of investing at the
margin in ideological persuasion. Rules are enforced by agents (police, foremen,
judges, juries, etc.), and therefore the standard problems of agency theory obtain.
It is important to stress here that both the structure of the enforcement mechanism
and the degree of imperfection of enforcement are important in the choices that
are made.

Rules and their (imperfect) enforcement are not the complete story. If they
were, the modeling of institutions and hence the costs of transacting could be
made, at this stage of our knowledge, much more precise. But norms of behavior
also matter; and we know very little about them.

As a first approximation, norms are informal constraints on behavior that are
in part derivative of formal rules; that is they are extensions of such rules and
apply to specific issues. These informal procedures, deriving as they do from
formal organizational structures and agendas, are important but still relatively
easy to analyze. Much more important, norms are codes of conduct, taboos, standards
of behavior, that are in part derived from perceptions that all individuals form,
both to explain and to evaluate the world around them. Some of these perceptions
are shaped and molded by organized ideologies (religions, social and political
values, etc.). Others are honed by experience, which leads to the reaffirmation or
rejection of earlier norms.

However they are formed, and however they evolve, norms play a critical
role in constraining the choice set at a moment of time and in the evolution of
institutions through time. They are important at a moment of time precisely
because of the costliness of measurement and the imperfect enforcement of rules.
To the degree that individuals believe in the rules, contracts, property rights,
etc., of a society, they will be willing to forego opportunities to cheat, steal or
engage in opportunistic behavior. In short, they live up to the terms of contracts.
Conversely, to the degree that individuals do not believe in the rules, regard
them as unjust, or simply live up to the standard wealth-maximizing behavioral
assumption we typically employ in neoclassical economics, the costs of
contracting, that is transaction costs, will also increase….
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52 Institutions and Economic Growth: A Historical Introduction

The foregoing paragraphs suggest that ideas and values matter at a moment of
time. They do so because of “slack in the system,” “agency costs,” “consumption
on the job,” etc., all of which result from the costliness of measurement and
enforcement. But how do they change through time? Certainly fundamental changes
in relative prices lead not only to rule (and enforcement) changes; but to changes
in ideas and values, and the rate of these two kinds of change may be markedly
different. This subject will be explored below, but first let me raise some specific
issues about institutions, transaction costs, and the consequent choices of the
“players,” which bear on the subject of this essay….

Rules themselves are not a sufficient condition for determining outcomes even
though they are, on occasion, critical…. [I]t is important to remember that a number
of Latin American countries patterned their constitutions after that of the United
States with radically different results.

It may be a slight exaggeration to assert that enforcement is always imperfect,
but this statement focuses our attention on a critical and neglected aspect of
economic history, which is the essential role that third-party enforcement of
contracts has played in human economic progress. There is a large literature in
the new industrial organization on self-enforcing contracts, etc.; but as with so
much of modern economics, it misses the larger issues involved in exchange in
a specialized world. Personal exchange solves the problems of contract fulfillment
by repeat dealings and a dense network of social interaction. But the key to the
high-income societies of the Western world is still the one that Adam Smith
propounded more than 200 years ago. Increasing specialization and division of
labor necessitate the development of institutional structures that permit individuals
to take actions involving complex relationships with other individuals far removed
from any personal knowledge and extending over long periods of time. This is
only possible with a third party to exchange, government, which specifies property
rights and enforces contracts.

Let me emphasize that while third-party enforcement is far from perfect, there
are vast differences in the relative certainty and effectiveness of contract enforcement,
temporally over the past five centuries in the Western world, and more currently
between modern Western and Third World countries. The evolution of government
from its medieval, Mafia-like character to that embodying modern legal institutions
and instruments is a major part of the history of freedom. It is a part that tends to
be obscured or ignored because of the myopic vision of many economists, who
persist in modeling government as nothing more than a gigantic form of theft and
income redistribution.

… While some norms are externally forced, others are internally enforced codes
of conduct, like honesty or integrity. It would be an immense contribution to have
a testable general theory of the sociology of knowledge and therefore an
understanding of the way overall ideologies emerge and evolve. In the absence of
such a theory, we can still derive an important and potentially testable implication
about norms at a more specific microlevel of analysis, which is derived from an
understanding of institutions. Specifically, the structure of rules and their
enforcement help define the costs we bear for ideologically determined choices;
the lower the costs, the more will ideas and ideologies matter….
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Douglass C.North 53

However possible it is to show that ideas matter, it is much more difficult to
trace the way they have evolved. For example, the demise of slavery is simply not
explicable in an interest group model. Surely the micro argument described above
is important to understanding its end. That is, most of those who voted for its
elimination, either directly or indirectly, paid few or no costs; they could simply
express their abhorrence of one human being owning another. There was no
institutional way for the slave owner to buy off the voters. On the other hand, the
way in which the anti-slavery movement grew (and frequently was used by interest
groups) so that it could lead to these votes is a much more complex story….

3. THE SOURCES OF INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

There are two issues I wish to address on institutional change: what causes the
change; and what determines its path? In neither case have I a completely satisfactory
answer.

Before we can turn to these two issues, we must examine the role institutions
play in reducing uncertainty in human interaction, since it is this stabilizing role
of institutions which separates clearly the framework of analysis being developed
here from the traditional neoclassical approach. We can most readily understand
the difference if we have ever visited foreign countries and attempted to “do
business” with them. We will find that of necessity we must learn their “way of
doing things.” The structural forms of human interaction that characterize societies
are a combination of rules, enforcement features, and norms of behavior. Until
we learn what these are, the costs of transacting are high. Once we understand
them, we can effectively communicate and engage in varieties of social, political,
and economic exchange. The function of institutions is to provide certainty in
human interaction, and this is accomplished by the inherent features of rules and
norms. Rules are typically nested in a hierarchical structure, each more costly to
change. But even in the absence of the hierarchical institutional structure, the
status quo typically has an advantage over changes in a variety of political structures,
as a consequence of agenda control and committee structure.

It is norms of behavior, however, that probably provide the most important
sources of stability in human interaction. They are extensions, elaborations, and
qualifications of rules that have tenacious survival ability, because they become
an integral part of habitual behavior. The reduction of uncertainty, in consequence,
makes possible regular human interaction; but it in no way implies that the
institutions are efficient, only that they dampen the consequences of relative
price changes.

But institutions do change, and fundamental changes in relative prices do lead
to institutional change. Historically, population change has been the single most
important source of relative price changes, though technological change (including
and importantly, changes in military technology) and changes in the costs of
information have also been major sources. Moreover, as briefly noted in the previous
section, changes in norms of behavior, while certainly influenced by relative price
changes, are also influenced by the evolution of ideas and ideologies.
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54 Institutions and Economic Growth: A Historical Introduction

A stylized characterization of the process of institutional change could proceed
as follows: as a result of a relative price change, one or both parties to an exchange
(political or economic) perceives that he (they) could do better with an altered
agreement (contract). Depending on his relative (and presumably changed)
bargaining power, he will, as a consequence of the changed prices, renegotiate
the contract. However, contracts are nested in a hierarchy of rules. If the renegotiation
involves alteration of a more fundamental rule, he (or they) may find it worthwhile
to devote resources to changing the rule; or gradually, over time, the rule or custom
may simply become ignored and/or unenforced. Agenda power, free-rider problems,
and norms of behavior will add meat (and lots of complications) to this skeletal
outline.

An important distinction in this argument is made between absolute bargaining
power and changes at the margin. To illustrate this distinction, I turn to the medieval
world. The “agreement” between lord and serf on the medieval manor reflected
the overwhelming power of the lord vis-à-vis the serf. But changes at the margin,
as a consequence of 14th century population decline, altered the opportunity costs,
increased the relative bargaining power of serfs, and led to the gradual evolution
of copyhold….

A special note should be made of the role of military technology in institutional
change. Not only have changes in military technology resulted in different, efficient
(survival) sizes of political units, but, as in the story that follows, they have
consequently induced fundamental changes in other institutions, so that fiscal
revenues essential to survival could be realized.

The second issue of institutional change is what determines the direction
of change. From what must have been quite common origins several million
years ago or even as recently as the hunting and gathering societies that predate
the “agricultural revolution” in the 8th millenium BC, we have evolved in
radically different directions (and at radically different rates). How have we
evolved such divergent patterns of social, political, and economic organization?
To consider a specific example, as I will do in the subsequent sections of this
paper, how do we explain the divergent paths of British and Spanish
development, both at home and in the contrasting histories of North and South
America?

I believe the answer lies in the way that institutional structures evolve. The
closest (although by no means perfect) analogy is the way we perceive that
the common law evolved. It is precedent-based law: past decisions become
embedded in the structure of rules, which marginally change as cases arise
evolving some new or, at least in the terms of past cases, unforeseen issue,
which when decided becomes, in turn, a part of the legal framework. However,
I don’t intend to imply by this analogy that the result is “efficient.” In fact, as
we shall see, Spanish institutional evolution moved in the direction of
stagnation….

… The larger point…is that we can only understand historical change by
modeling the way institutions evolved through time. That brings us to the following
brief outline of English and Spanish institutional change, from the 1500s to the
19th century in North America and Latin America.
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Douglass C.North 55

4. INITIAL HISTORICAL CONDITIONS IN ENGLAND AND SPAIN

Despite the similarities between England and Spain (discussed below) at the
beginning of the 16th century, the two countries had evolved very differently.
Spain had just emerged from seven centuries of Moorish domination of the
peninsula. It was not really a unified country. Although the marriage of Ferdinand
and Isabella brought Castile and Aragon together, they continued to maintain
separate rules, Cortes (parliaments), and policies. England, in contrast, had
developed a relatively centralized feudalism as a result of the Norman conquest
and, with the Battle of Bosworth (1485), had recently established the power of
the Tudors.

Yet, in common with the rest of the emerging European nation states, they
each faced a problem with far-reaching consequences: that a ruler required additional
revenue to survive. The tradition was that a king was supposed to live on his own,
which meant that the income from his estates, together with the traditional feudal
dues, were his total revenue. The changes in military technology associated with
the effective use of the cross-bow, long-bow, pike, and gunpowder enormously
increased the cost of warfare and led to a fiscal crisis…. In order to get more
revenue, the king had somehow to make a bargain with constituents. In both
countries, this initially led to the development of some form of representation on
the part of the constituents in return for revenue, and in both countries, the wool
trade became a major source of crown revenue. Thereafter, the stories diverge.
We can better appreciate this divergence in the framework of a very simple model
of the state, consistent with the framework developed in the previous sections of
this essay.

The king acts like a discriminating monopolist, offering to different groups
of constituents “protection and justice,” or at least the reduction of internal
disorder and the protection of property rights, in return for tax revenue. Since
different constituent groups have different opportunity costs and bargaining power
with the ruler, there result different bargains. But economies of scale also exist
in the provision of these (semi)public goods of law and enforcement. Hence,
total revenue is increased, but the division of the incremental gains between
ruler and constituents depends on their relative bargaining power; changes at
the margin in either the violence potential of the ruler or the opportunity costs
of the constituents will result in redivisions of revenue increments. Moreover,
the rulers’ gross and net revenues differ significantly as a result of the necessity
of developing agents (a bureaucracy) to monitor, meter, and collect the revenue;
and all the inherent consequences of agency theory obtain here. The initial
institutional structure that emerged in order to solve the fiscal crisis therefore
looked similar in all the emerging nation states of Europe. A representative
body (or bodies) of constituents, designed to facilitate exchanges between the
two parties, was created. To the ruler it meant the development of a hierarchical
structure of agents, which was a major transformation from the simple (if
extensive) management of the king’s household and estates to a bureaucracy
monitoring the wealth and/or income of the king’s constituents. Let us see how
this initial framework evolved in the two cases.
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5. ENGLISH DEVELOPMENT

The tension between rulers and constituents (although that would hardly describe
the situation at Runnymede in 1215) surfaces with the Magna Carta; but the fiscal
crises come to a head with Edward I and Edward III during the Hundred Years
War…. A logical consequence was that in the sixteenth century under the Tudors
the structure of Tudor government was revolutionized…. This revolution transformed
the government from an elaborate household structure into a bureaucracy
increasingly concerned with overseeing and regulating the economy. It had early
on been the wool trade which had served as the basis for a good deal of tax
revenue; and…the wool trade involved a three-way relationship between the
exporters, the wool growers as represented in Parliament, and the Crown. In this
agreement, the Merchants of the Staple achieved a monopoly of the export trade
as well as a depot in Calais. Parliament received the right to set the tax and the
Crown obtained the revenue. In England the combined mix of the growth of the
wool trade, the development of fee-simple ownership in land, and the development
of arable lands and new crops imported from the Dutch contributed to an expansion
of agriculture. At the same time, in the nonagricultural sector the economy became
increasingly diversified. Although the Tudors continued to attempt to control the
economy and to freeze the structure of economic activity into guilds and
monopolistic activities, their efforts were relatively ineffective. They were ineffective
because (1) the statutes only covered existing industries, so that new industries
escaped rule; (2) despite opposition by town guilds, industries moved to the
countryside and effectively escaped guild control; (3) the control of wages and
laborers in the Statute of Artificers of 1563 was only partially and sporadically
enforced; and (4) enforcement in the countryside was typically in the hands of
unpaid justices of the peace who had little incentive to enforce the law.

The cloth trade therefore grew in the countryside. The interplay between the
expansion of diverse economic activities escaping from guild restrictions and the
pressures for the development of parliamentary control over the sovereign came to
a head with the Stuarts, with the fumbling efforts of James I, the continuing fiscal
crises that occurred under Charles I, and the articulate opposition of Coke and others.
It was Coke who insisted that the common law was the supreme law of the land,
and who repeatedly incurred the anger of James I. It was Coke who led the
parliamentary opposition in the 1620s, which established common-law control over
commercial law. By the end of Elizabeth’s reign, a changing benefit-cost pattern of
economic activity was emerging with the widening of domestic and foreign markets;
the result was the expansion of voluntary organizations in the form of joint stock
companies, and growing resentment against the crown-sponsored monopolies which
excluded private companies from many of these growing markets. Darcy vs. Allein
was only the most celebrated case reflecting this ongoing struggle to create a set of
rights that would be outside the control of the monarchy. Passing the Statute of
Monopolies was just another step in the ongoing process.

Yet the issue of the supremacy of Parliament hung in the balance for much of
the 17th century. As the struggle continued, Parliament not only attempted to
wrest from the king’s control the granting of monopolies (as in the Statute of
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Monopolies), but also to protect itself from the King’s wrath by establishing
religious, civil, and political freedoms as well (such as the Petition of Right in
1628). It distorts the story, however, to think of it as a clear-struggle between an
absolutist “oriented” king and a unified Parliament concerned with economic,
civil, and political liberties. As the Civil War attests, a complex of religious,
economic, and political interests coalesced into armed camps. Moreover, the winning
coalition one day could be in the minority the next day. Hence, there was persistent
interest and concern with broadly based and impersonally guarded rights.

The final triumph of Parliament was produced in 1689, and in rapid consequence
came a set of economic institutions reflecting the relatively increasing security of
property rights. The creation of the Bank of England (1694) and the development
of new financial instruments led to a dramatic decline in the cost of transacting
and have been described as the English financial revolution. Both institutions and
consequent failing transaction costs reflect increased security of the time dimension
of property rights, a dimension critical to both a long-term capital market and to
economic growth itself….

6. SPANISH DEVELOPMENT

While the major steps in Spanish institutional evolution are not in question, nor is
the final result, I do not believe that the specific steps along the way have been as
clearly delineated as in the English story…. However, some sketch is possible.

Prior to the union of Ferdinand and Isabella, the kingdom of Aragon (comprising
approximately Valencia, Aragon, and Catalonia) had a very different character
than Castile. Aragon had been reconquered from the Arabs in the last half of the
13th century and had become a major commercial empire extending into Sardinia,
Sicily, and part of Greece. The Cortes, reflecting the interests of merchants “had
already secured the power to legislate and even to limit the king’s power to issue
legislation under certain conditions” (Veliz, 1980, p. 34). In contrast, Castile was
continually engaged in warfare, either against the Moors or in internal strife. While
the Cortes existed, it was seldom summoned…. In the 15 years after their union,
Isabella succeeded in gaining control not only over the unruly warlike barons but
over church policy in Castile as well. The result was a centralized monarchy in
Castile; and it was Castile that defined the institutional evolution of both Spain
and Latin America.

A major source of fiscal revenues was the Mesta (the sheep-herders guild),
which in return for the right to migrate with their sheep across Castile provided
the Crown with a secure source of revenue, but also with consequences adverse
to the development of arable agriculture and the security of property rights, as
well as with soil erosion.

Within Castile the other chief source of revenue was the alcaba, a sales tax.
But as the Spanish empire grew to become the greatest empire since Roman times,
its major sources of revenue were increasingly external, derived from Sicily, Naples,
the low countries, and the New World. Control internally over the economy and
externally over the far-flung empire entailed a large and elaborate hierarchy of
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bureaucrats armed with an immense outpouring of royal edicts. Over 400,000
decrees had been issued concerning the governance and economy of the Indies
by 1635, an average of 2,500 a year since Columbus sailed first to the Indies.
Designed to provide minute regulation of the economy, guilds also provided a
vehicle for internal economic regulation. Price ceilings were imposed on grain
and state-owned trading companies, and monopolistic grants provided control of
external trade.

As the military costs of controlling the empire outstripped revenues (which
declined with the revolt of the Netherlands and the gradual decrease in receipts of
treasure), the Crown raised the internal tax (alcaba) from 1.2% to 10% and
repeatedly went into bankruptcy, which is resolved through the seizure of properties
and financial assets. The consequence was the decline of the Spanish economy
and economic stagnation.

In terms of the foregoing model of the polity, the bargaining position of the
Crown, vis-à-vis the Cortes, shifted in favor of the Crown and consequently resulted
in the decline of the Cortes. The governance structure then became a large and
elaborate bureaucracy, and there were endless efforts by the Crown to control its
far-flung agents. Indeed, the history of the control of the Indies is an elaborate
story in agency theory, beginning as early as Isabella’s recision of Columbus’
policies toward the Indians in 1502. Distance magnified the immense problem of
monitoring agents in the New World; but despite the dissipation of rent at every
level of the hierarchical structure, the Crown maintained effective control over
the polity and over the economy of the New World.

7. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE NEW WORLD

It is likewise much easier to trace the institutional evolution of the English North
American colonies than their Latin American counterpart. The initial conditions
are in striking contrast. English America was formed in the very century when
the struggle between Parliament and the Crown was coming to a head. Religious
diversity, as well as political diversity in the mother country, was paralleled in the
colonies. In the Spanish Indies, conquest came at the precise time that the influence
of the Castilian Cortes was declining. The conquerers imposed a uniform religion
and a uniform bureaucratic administration on the existing agricultural society.

In the English colonies there was substantial diversity in the political structure
of crown proprietary and charter colonies. But the general development in the
direction of local political control and the growth of assemblies was clear and
unambiguous. Similarly, the Navigation Acts placed the colonies within the
framework of overall British imperial policy, and within that broad framework
the colonists were free to develop the economy. Indeed, the colonists themselves
frequently imposed more restrictions on property rights than did the mother
country. (The exception was the effort of proprietors to obtain quit-rents from
settlers in proprietary colonies, such as that of Lord Penn. The problem of
enforcement and collection in the context of the availability of land resulted in
very indifferent success.)…
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The French and Indian War (1755–63) is the familiar breaking point in American
history. British efforts to impose (very modest) taxes on colonial subjects, as well
as to curb westward migration, produced a violent reaction that led through a
sequence of steps to the Revolution, the Declaration of Independence, the Articles
of Confederation, the Northwest Ordinance, and the Constitution: a sequence of
institutional expressions that formed a consistent evolutionary institutional pattern,
despite the precariousness of the process.

In the Spanish Indies the recurrent crises were over the efficiency and control
of the bureaucratic machinery. The decline under the Hapsburgs and the revival
efforts under the Bourbons led to restructuring of the bureaucracy and even some
liberalization of trade (under the Bourbons) within the empire. But the control of
agents was a persistent problem, compounded by efforts of the Creoles to take
over the bureaucracy in order to pursue their own interests. To whatever degree
the wars of independence in Latin America were a struggle between colonial control
(of the bureaucracy and consequent polity and economy) and imperial control,
the struggle was imbued with ideological overtones that stemmed for the American
and French revolutions. Independence brought United States-inspired constitutions,
but with radically different consequences….

The contrasting histories of North and South America are perhaps the best
comparative case that we have of the consequences of divergent institutional paths
for political and economic performance. We are only just beginning to extend
economic and political theory to the study of institutions. I hope this historical
introduction gives some indication of the promise of this approach for the study
of economic history and economic growth.
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